This assignment was for Language Arts. The assignment is called The Ransom of Red Chief Essay. This assignment was an essay. The instructions were to first read the story and then watch the movie *The Ransom of Red Chief*. Then we had to write a two page essay with a size 12 font and double space indents. This assignment required me to demonstrate being socially responsible.

I did complete the assignment outlined by my teacher Mrs. Grimwood. The school wide ESLR that this assignment met were being socially responsible and being personally fulfilled. My essay met these standards by showing that I can turn work on time for being socially responsible and it shows some of my best work for being personally responsible. My strengths in this were understanding what I had to do and how it had to be done. I had one challenge and that was to try to remember all of the little details in the movie and book. I will overcome this problem by taking notes during the movie and reading the book over again.

These skills in my assignment will help me in my academic career by allowing me to remember things. This will also help me take notes and notice little details.